
a generating unit for generating said transit

J. n , miaiitv of the plurality

power control data according to a quality

i- in said uplink signal,

of downlink signals to be included m

34^ A mobile station in a mobile communication

system, comprising:

powe

a timing unit for timing a sending of a transmit

r control data to b/ included in a uplink signal,

it for receiving a plurality of
a receiving

downlink signals,

a measuring/unit for measuring a quality of the

t v finals which reach the measuring unit

received downlink signals wniui

until a tiding wniJ is a predetermined period earlier than

the timing of sendiL the transmit power control data, and

a generating unit, for generating said transmit

power control daJ according to said quality.

predetermined p

generate the t:

35. Tfe mobile station of claim 34, wherein said

riod is for a processing time required to

/ansmit power control data.

system, compr

A mobile station in a mobile communication

ising:



a timing unit for timing a sending of a transmit

power control data to be deluded in an uplink signal,

a receiving unit/ for receiving a plurality of

downlink signals,

a measuring uJt for measuring a quality of the

received downlink signals, and

a generating Lit for generating said transmit

power control data according to the quality of the received

signals which reach L generating unit until a timing

. which is a predetermined period earlier than the timing of

sending the transmit power control data.

37. Thi mobile station of claim 36, wherein said

• a r^Jod is for a processing time required to
predetermined perfl-Od is 101 a v

generate the transmit power control data.

IA mobile station in a mobile communication

system, comprising:

a receiving unit for receiving transmission

tted in parallel from a
signals respectively transitu

plurality of/ base stations in the mobile communication

system,

least one qf sa

al channel control unit for determining from at

id transmission signals a channel control



timing for controlling the trahsmit timing from the mobile

station and processing the received transmission signals

and providing an output to be/ included in a next uplink

signal according to said chahnel control timing, and

a processing unitf for processing the received

transmission signals and p/roviding a response.

Sf^. A mobile /station in a mobile communication

system, comprising:

a determining unit for determining a minimum

processing time required to generate transmit power control

data such that the transmit power control data can be

included in an uplink signal,

a measuring unit for measuring a respective value

of signal qualitJ from each of a received plurality of

downlink signals/, and

a generating unit for generating the transmit

powe r control data according to the measured value of

signal qualitJ of respective downlink signals received

prior to the fetart of the minimum processing time.

£0fr A mobile station in a mobile communication

system where

with a plurc

a mobile station is simultaneously connected

lity of base stations via a plurality of radio



.*

channels and where the mobile stanion provides transmit

power control data useful in controlling the transmit power

of the base stations, comprising/

a determining unit for determining a minimum

processing period for processing a downlink frame to

provide transmit power control data to the base stations in

a next uplink frame while maintaining channel timing

control, /

a measuring unit/ for measuring a value of signal

quality for each of the plurality of radio channels, and

a generating imit for generating transmit power

control data to be inc]iided in the next frame, from the

measured value of signal quality of respective radio

channels received priyor to the start of the minimum

processing period. /

4*3^" An electronic device in a mobile terminal of

a mobile communication system, comprising:

a receiving unit for receiving transmission

signals respectively transmitted in parallel from a

plurality of base stations in the mobile communication

system, /

a processing unit for processing said

transmission signals, and

5



a channel control unit fof determining from at

least one of said transmission signals a period during

which data from said processing u/it will be utilized in

generating a next uplink signal to be transmitted to at

least one base station of said /plurality of base stations

4ZC A radio terminal equipment comprising:

a receiving unit ^or receiving in parallel a

plurality of radio waves w/iich may reach the receiving unit

at deviating points in tike, through a radio transmission

path;

a channel controlling unit for processing any

radio wave of said plurality of radio waves received during

a period of time by a/aid receiving unit according to a

channel controlling /procedure; and

a transmission unit for transmitting to said

radio transmission* path a transmission wave signifying a

response to any r/adio wave which is an object of said

processing by said channel controlling unit; wherein

said period of time is a period allowing for the

length of time /needed for executing the processes required

for said channfel controlling including said processing by

said channel iontrolling unit, processing to be done to

said transmis/sion wave(s) received by a radio station



connected through said radi transmission path, and for the

transmission in said radio/transmission path.

43. The radio /terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein said Jeriod of time is a period given in

advance to said channel? controlling unit and is relative to

a point in time at whifch a specific one of said plurality

of radio waves is received by said receiving unit.

44. The/radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein.

said /receiving unit obtains an individual point

of time that ea£h radio* wave of said^ plurality of radio

waves is received and measures a transmission quality for

each of said plurality of radio waves;

said channel controlling unit determines a point

in time, at/ which said transmission wave is to be

transmitted, which is relative to a result of averaging the

sum of products of said individual points in time and said

transmission quality measured by said receiving unit from

said any/ radio wave received during said period of time;

and

7



said transmission unit transmits said

transmission wave(s) at said pjbint in time obtained by said

channel controlling unit.

45. The radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 43, wherein said plurality of radio waves reach said

radio terminal equipment individually and sequentially in a

cycle having a nearly equal nominal value, and

said period givfen in advance is given as a subset

of each period in which feaid radio waves can be received by

said receiving unit, anfi which is subsequent to said

individual points in time at which said plurality of radio

waves individually reafch the receiving unit during the

period in said cycle Lhich precedes said period given as

the subset of each pferiod.

46. The /radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 43, wherein /each radio wave of said plurality of

radio waves comprises a plurality of frames that reach said

radio terminal equipment individually and sequentially in a

cycle having a nfearly equal nominal value, and

said period given in advance is given as a subset

of each period

said receiving

during which said frames can be received by

unit, and which is subsequent a points in

8
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time at which a frame individually teaches the receiving

unit during a period in said cycle' which precedes said

period given as the subset of each period.

47. The radio term^ial equipment as claimed in

claim 44, wherein said plurality of radio waves reach said

radio terminal equipment individually and sequentially in a

cycle having a nearly equal nominal value, and

said period gi^4n in advance is given as a subset

of each period in which /said radio waves can be received by

said receiving unit, add which is subsequent to said

individual points in time at which said plurality of radio

waves individually rlach the receiving unit during the

period in said cyclfe which precedes said period given as

the subset of each/period.

48. Tfte radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 43, wherein said plurality of radio waves reach said

radio terminal /equipment individually and sequentially in a

common cycle Waving a nearly equal nominal value, and

said period given in advance is a subset of each

period from Uhe earliest point in time, at which any one of

said plurality of radio waves reach the receiving unit

during a peiiod in said cycle which precedes said period

9



given as the subset of each peiriod, to the latest point in

time at which any of a following said plurality of radio

waves reach the receiving un

49. The radio te/rminal equipment as claimed in

claim 44, wherein said plurality of radio waves reach said

radio terminal equipment Individually and sequentially in a

common cycle having a nelrly equal nominal value, and

said period given in advance is a subset of each

period from the earlie/t point in time, at which any one of

said plurality of rad/o waves reach the receiving unit

during a period in slid cycle which precedes said period

given as the subset of each period, to the latest point in

time at which any if a following said plurality of radio

waves reach the receiving unit.

s radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein said channel controlling unit determines

lengths of tiiri needed for both said processing said radio

waves receive! by said receiving unit and said processing

to be done ol responses transmitted by said transmission

unit, whereiii the processing done by said radio station

connected through said radio transmission path includes

processing /one or more of said radio waves received during

10



Ti^n+h* bf time needed for the

a period where said lengths fit tiro

, fahlp for Jhe system of said channel
processes are suitable for yne by

control

.

51. The radio /terminal equipment as claimed in

^ idst one of said lengths of time

claim 50, wherein at le^st one o

needed for the process/s to be done on said radio waves

received by said receiving unit and/or said process done by

said radio station connected through said radio

«ion oath J be done on said response transmitted
transmission pa^n

by said transmissi/n unit vary in accordance with an event

„hich can be identified by said channei controlling unrt

while executing dd channel control procedure, and

said cLnnel controlling unit determines said

lengths of time/needed for the processes in accordance with

said event identified under said channel controlling

procedure

The radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 50, whlrein said channel controlling unit determines

said length of time needed for the processes to be done on

I . j v. receiving unit under said

said radio wave received by sard receiving

Channel controlling procedure with a level of accuracy

which will

11
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transmission rate of said adio transmission path and/or a

deviation of said radio waves.

53. The radiJ terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein said Lnnel controlling unit during the

execution of said processing restricts the operation of

composing elements to/processing said radio waves received

by said receiving unit under said channel controlling

procedure, said comlsing elements including said receiving

unit, said channel Controlling unit, and said transmission

unit

.

54. Thl radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 53, whereij said processing said radio waves received

by said receivini unit under said channel controlling

procedure by said composing elements includes processing to

determine at lelst one of a period suitable for said

stem of said radio transmission path and/or
transmission s

a starting poi

55.

!t of said period.

The radio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, whejein said plurality of radio waves

respectively teach said radio terminal equipment

12
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individually and sequentially in a cycle and contain

control information on transmitting power control, and

said channel controlling unit controls the

transmitting power responsive to said control information

included in a specific radio /wave of said plurality of

radio waves reached during J preceding period, through at

least one of said receiving/ unit and said transmission

unit

.

56. The radio/terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein

said channel Lntrolling unit monitors at least

one of a transmission Llity and a field strength level of

a radio wave receivedL said receiving unit per wireless

zone on the basis of tone configuration and channel

allocation, and perfirms a channel control of a wireless

zone which has the highest transmission quality.

57. The tadio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, further Comprising

a demodulating unit for acquiring transmission

information by oni of demodulating at least part of said

radio waves, whici are the object of the processing by said

13



channel controlling unit and /by demodulating said radio

waves under predetermined weighting.

58. The radio tirminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, further comprising

a demodulating /unit for acquiring transmission

information by one of demodulating at least part of said

plurality of radio wave's reached through said radio

transmission path and Lceived in parallel by said

receiving unit, and d demodulating said radio waves under

predetermined weighting.

59. The ladio terminal equipment as claimed in

claim 42, wherein /aid channel controlling unit determines

a point in time at/ which said transmission wave is to be

transmitted to said radio transmission path, and

said tr/ansmission unit transmits said

• -«n w*vl at said point in time determined by said
transmission wave at saxu hui

channel controlling unit.

60.

claim 59, where

transmission ws.

Che radio terminal equipment as claimed in

in said point in time at which said

transmission p.

ve is to be transmitted to said radio

th fluctuates in accordance with events

\
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which can be identified by said channel controlling unit

during said processing according to sa'id channel control

procedure, and

said channel controlling init obtains said point

in time at which said transmission. wave is to be

transmitted in accordance with said events identified under

said channel controlling procedure

^ A base station /in a mobile communication

system, for receiving, comprising:

a receiving unit /or receiving a transmit power

control data generated by I mobile station according to a

quality of a plurality of /downlink signals which are

reached at said mobile st/ation until a timing which is a

predetermined period eaAier than a timing of sending

transmit a power control signal at the mobile station, and

a transmit pfewer control unit for controlling a

transmit power contrc/l according to said transmit power

t

control data.

d(. In i mobile radio terminal where transmit

and receive timinJ is controlled by a channel control

procedure, a methtd of transmitting a response to received

plurality of radio waves, comprising the steps of:

15



receiving in parallel the plurality of radio waves

which may reach the radio terminal equipment at deviating

points in time, through a radio transmission path;

processing any radio wave/of said plurality of

radio waves having a deviation lesl than a point in time

-j +_ ,,^mAi pfpri in time to maintain
where processing could not be completed in

the channel control procedure;

transmitting to said /radio transmission path a

• „™ ^ianifvina J response to any radio wave
transmission wave signij-y-i-ny j r

which is an object of said processing.

63 The method c/f claim 62, wherein

said channel control procedure includes

processing to be done to /said transmission wave(s) received

by a radio station conne/cted through said radio

transmission path and w/iich is also suitable for a

transmission system in/ said radio transmission path.

64 The mithod of claim 62, further comprising

the step of:

determining the point in time responsive to the

receiving step and/the channel control procedure and said

point in time is ielative to a point in time at which a

specific one of s/aid plurality of radio waves is received



1 •

65 The method of claim *2, further comprising

the steps of:

determining an individual point of time that each

radio wave of said plurality of /radio waves is received;

measuring a transmission quality for each of

said plurality of radio waves/;

determining a transmission point in time, which

is a point where said transmission wave is to be

transmitted, and is relat/ive to a result of averaging the

sum of products of said/individual points in time and said

transmission quality m/asured from said any radio wave

received prior to saip point of time; and

said transmitting step transmits said

transmission waves /at said transmitting point in time.

6^ hLethod of processing a plurality of

downlink signals/ in a wireless communications system where

each downlink signal of said plurality comprises sequential

frames and whe/e transmit and receive timing is controlled

by a channel iontrol procedure, comprising the steps of:

receiving in parallel the plurality of radio waves

which frames may reach the radio terminal equipment at

17



deviating points in time, through j.
wireless communication

channel;

processing any frame of] said plurality of radio

waves having a deviation less th4n a point in time where

processing could not be completed in time to maintain the

channel control procedure; an<

transmitting through a wireless communication

channel an uplink signal si/nifying a response to said any

frame which is an object ok said processing.

67. The methofl of claim 66, wherein

said channel fcontrol procedure includes

processing to be done to said uplink signal received by a

radio station connected through said wireless communication

channel and which is/also suitable for a transmission in

said wireless communication channel.

68

the step of:

Thfe method of claim 66, further comprising

determining the point in time responsive to the

receiving step /and the channel control procedure and said

point in time L relative to a point in time at which a

specific one if said plurality of radio waves is received

18



69. The method of claii/ 66, further comprxsmg

the steps of:

determining an individual point of time that

each frame of said plurality oj radio waves is received;

measuring a transmission quality for each of

said plurality of radio waves;

determining a tra/ismission point in time, which

is a point where said upl^ik signal is to be transmitted,

and is relative to a resuit of averaging the sum of

products of said individual points in time and said

transmission quality m/asured from said any frame received

prior to said point of time; and

said transmitting step transmits said uplink

signal at said transmitting point in time.

A r/ethod of generating transmit power

control data to Je transmitted in an uplink signal from a

mobile terminal /in a communication system, the mobile

terminal capabj/e of receiving a plurality of downlink

signals, comprising the steps of:

det/ermining a minimum processing time required to

generate the/ transmit power control data such that the

transmit pojLer control data can be included in an uplink

signal,

19



measuring a respective valtfe of signal quality

from each of a received plurality oj downlink signals, and

generating the transmit Jower control data

according to the measured value orf signal quality of

respective downlink signals recei/ved prior to the start of

the minimum processing time

l/f A method of generating transmit power

control data to be included Jn a frame of an uplink signal

from a terminal in a communication system, the terminal

capable of simultaneously receiving a plurality of frames

in respective downlink sigLls, the frames having a period

of time during which information is measured that is useful

in determining the transmit power control data to be

included in the frame o/ the uplink signal, comprising the

steps of:

receiving a/ downlink signal,

determining from the downlink signal an uplink

signal timing used L maintaining channel control when

generating and transmitting the uplink signal, and

generati/ng transmit power control data to be

included in a neJc frame of an uplink signal, the

generating starting at a time required to maintain the

uplink signal taking, and the transmit power control data

20



generated from only frames of data frJm respective downlink

signals, having said useful periods cff time which are

received prior to the start of the g/enerating step.

22f: A method of genera/ing transmit power

control data to be included in a/frame of an uplink signal

from a terminal in a communication system, the terminal

capable of simultaneously receiving a plurality downlink

signals, comprising the steps of:

determining a period of time during which a

measuring of a respective /alue of signal quality for each

of the plurality of downlink signals must occur in order to

maintain uplink channel /control timing while including the

transmit power control /data in a next uplink frame, and

generating transmit power control data to be

included in the next/ uplink frame from only the downlink

signals having thelfc respective value of signal quality

measured during thfe determined period of time.

method of controlling transmission powers

in a wireless mfobile communication system where a mobile

station is simultaneously connected with a plurality of

base stations /via a plurality of radio channels and where

the mobile st/ation provides transmit power control data



useful in controlling the transrlit power of the base

stations, comprising the steps j>f:

determining a minimum* processing period for

processing a downlink frame to/provide transmit power

control data to the base stations in a next uplink frame

while maintaining channel tiding control,

measuring a value /of signal quality for each of

the plurality of radio channels, and

generating transmit power control data to be

included in the next fram/, from the measured value of

signal quality of respective radio channels received in

between the minimum processing period.

A methid of controlling a transmission power

of a base station of a wireless communication system,

comprising the stepsf of:

receiving/ in the base station an uplink signal

containing transmission power control data,

determi/ing from the transmission power control

data a transmission power of a next downlink signal, and

transmitting the next downlink signal at a power

level responsive to the determining step, wherein

generating the transmission power control data in

a mobile termihal comprises the steps of:

22
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determining a period oft time during which a

measuring of a respective value /of signal quality for each

of the plurality of downlink si/gnals must occur in order to

maintain uplink channel contrc/l timing while including the

transmit power control data In a next uplink frame, and

generating transmit power control data to be

included in the next uplink/frame from only the downlink

signals having their respective value of signal quality

measured during the determined period of time.

l/. A method/ of signal processing in a wireless

communication system, /comprising the steps of:

transmittir/a a downlink signal from a base

station;

receiving/ a downlink signal in a terminal,

determining from the downlink signal an uplink

signal timing reiired to maintain channel control when

generating and t/ansmitting an uplink signal;

processing the downlink signal to provide.

a

processing result; and

generating an uplink signal, the uplink signal

containing th/e processing result if the processing step is

completed prior to the start of the generating step, the

generating itep starting at a time required to maintain the



uplink signal! timing

communication

comprising th

1JS.\ A method of signal processing in a wireless

system having a plurality of base stations,

3 steps of:

smitting a downlink signal from each base
tran

station of said plurality of base stations;

receiving the transmitted downlink signals in

terminal,

signals an u;

channel cont

signal;

• -f^™ ,4. i M qt one of the downlink
ermining from at least unc v±.

plink signal timing required to maintain

::ol when , generating and transmitting an uplink

processing each of the downlink signals to

provide a processing result for each downlink signal; and

generating an uplink signal, the uplink signal

containing tie processing result for each downlink signal

in which the processing step is completed prior to the

start of the Generating step, the generating step starting

at a time retired to maintain the uplink signal timing.

R E M A R K S

Claims 1-32 were canceled. Claims 33-76 were added

No new matter has been added.
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